U.S.-Turkey Trade

+1,780%
Since 1981 Presidential Proclamation

September 10, 1984: The U.S. House sets April 24th as a day of remembrance for the Armenian Genocide.

April 22, 1981: President Ronald Reagan cites the Armenian Genocide in a proclamation on the Holocaust.

June 5, 1996: The U.S. House passes the Radanovich Amdt. cutting U.S. aid to Turkey over its denial of the Armenian Genocide.

July 15, 2004: The U.S. House adopts the Schiff Amdt, prohibiting Turkey from using U.S. aid to lobby against the Armenian Genocide Resolution.
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Argentina-Turkey Trade

Since Armenian Genocide Recognition in 2007
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Belgium-Turkey Trade

+224%
Since Armenian Genocide Recognition in 1998
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Canada-Turkey Trade

Since Armenian Genocide Recognition in 2004

+182%
Chile-Turkey Trade
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Since Armenian Genocide Recognition in 2007

+11%
France-Turkey Trade

+254%
Since Armenian Genocide Recognition in 2001
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+50% Since Armenian Genocide Recognition in 2005
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Since Armenian Genocide Recognition in 1996
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+225%

Since Armenian Genocide Recognition in 2000
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Since Armenian Genocide Recognition in 2000
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+60%

Since Armenian Genocide Recognition in 2005
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Netherlands-Turkey Trade

+46%
Since Armenian Genocide Recognition in 2004
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Russia-Turkey Trade

+905%
Since Armenian Genocide Recognition in 1995
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Since Armenian Genocide Recognition in 2004
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+103%

Since Armenian Genocide Recognition in 2000
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Since Armenian Genocide Recognition in 2003
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+968%
Since Armenian Genocide Recognition in 2004
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Venezuela-Turkey Trade

+262%

Since Armenian Genocide Recognition in 2005
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